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B
RT is a high profile rapid transit mode that
combines the speed, image and permanence of
light rail with the cost and flexibility of bus. BRT-UK
seeks to raise the profile of, and develop a centre

of excellence in, bus rapid transit.
BRT-UK does not seek to promote bus-based rapid transit

above all other modes. BRT-UK seeks to enhance
understanding of bus rapid transit and what it can do, and
allow a fair and informed comparison against other modes.
BRT-UK is dedicated to the sharing of information about

evolving bus-based rubber-tyred rapid transit technology.
For more information please contact us at info@brtuk.org.

CONTACT BRT-UK
The principal officers of BRT-UK are:

� Chair: Dr Bob Tebb

� Deputy Chair: George Hazel

� Secretary: Mark Curran

� Treasurer: Alex MacAulay

� Membership: Dundas & Wilson

� External promotion: George Hazel

� Website: Alan Brett

� Conference organisation: Bob Menzies

ABOUT BRT-UK
Objectives of the association

The objectives of BRT-UK are:

� To establish and promote good practice in the delivery
of BRT;

� To seek to establish/collate data on all aspects of BRT
and to disseminate it within the industry;

� To disseminate the benefits of bus rapid transit to
opinion formers, decision makers and stakeholders;

� To engage with Government (including Scottish, Welsh
and NI) on key regulatory, legal and financial aspects
governing the implementation and operation of bus
rapid transit;

� To promote and drive improvement in the quality
of integration, infrastructure, vehicles, information
and operations;

� To identify and promote areas of BRT related research;

� To provide its members with a range of benefits aimed
at helping the professional in their day to day work; and

� To co-ordinate and engage with
other organisations with
similar objectives.

BRT-UK MEMBERSHIP
Membership of BRT-UK has been set at £250 for 2007/08.
Membership runs from 1st April-31st March. Membership is
payable by cheque, to BRT-UK. Applications for membership
should be sent to BRT-UK, c/o Dundas & Wilson, 5th Floor,
Northwest Wing, Bush House, Aldwych, London, WC2B 4EZ.
For queries regarding membership please e-mail
info@brtuk.org

http://www.brtuk.org

‘Buses as Rapid Transit — A transport revolution in waiting’ was
originally published, in conjunction with BRT-UK, in Buses Focus 47,
published by Ian Allan Publishing Ltd, in April 2007 to outline the
potential and progress of Bus Rapid Transit as an economically
viable and highly flexible means of achieving a positive modal
shift in urban areas.
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T
here can be little argument that car use simply
cannot continue to grow unchecked if Britain’s
towns and cities are continue to thrive economically
or sustainably.

Yet in a society that prides itself on freedom, serious
restraint on car use is not an acceptable solution. Light rail is
undoubtedly attractive and is the solution many towns and
cities crave, but for many locations it may be unrealistically
expensive to introduce and can only serve comparatively few,
concentrated corridors.
Buses have the ability to be introduced at low cost, quickly

and have few physical constraints to prevent them serving all
parts of an urban area. Yet buses come with a history of 50
years of declining use and, when operating in mixed traffic,
get caught up in the same congestion as everyone else.
There is however an answer. As more and more urban areas

worldwide are discovering, when they are freed up from
general traffic, buses can achieve much that light rail can, at
considerably lower cost, with faster implementation and much
greater flexibility. And different solutions to localised problems
can be adopted even within a single system.
Modern buses are attractive, comfortable, easily

accessible to all sections of society and if they can be
liberated from traffic congestion they can be a very effective
alternative to the private car. There are several means of
liberating the bus from congestion, and they don’t have to be
expensive. They can range from properly enforced bus lanes

A transport revolution in waiting

Buses as Rapid TransitBuses as Rapid Transit

to segregated roadways and guided systems, that give buses
similar characteristics to trams. The rapid transit guided bus
has the great advantage that when it reaches the end of its
track, it can keep going!
To be truly effective, Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) needs

additional features. New light rail systems invariably have
attractive, purpose-built infrastructure, and where buses are
used as rapid transit they too need stops which are attractive
and distinctive street furniture with shelters for waiting
passengers and information systems. Ideally too they will
have means of buying tickets so buses aren’t held up while
passengers pay the driver. High levels of accessibility between
buses and platforms must also be provided.
By employing such means buses can become light rail

vehicles without the rails. Buses can whisk passengers along
the main trunk of the route using their own track to sweep
past queuing cars, and then fan out from the main line to
serve housing estates, local shopping centres and other
similar locations which could never hope to support a light
rail system.
Pie in the sky? No. Cities throughout North and South

America, Australia and Europe are already proving that
buses can be used as highly effective rapid transit. And there

BELOW: First’s ftr concept at work in York shows some of the
elements of BRT; an eye-catching high-capacity vehicle with
real-time information and high-quality stops.



ABOVE: Attractive infrastructure is all part of the BRT package.

RIGHT: Britain’s first BRT scheme was in Runcorn 35 years ago,
using segregated busways.

BELOW: Dartford is one town already enjoying the benefits of
Bus Rapid Transit.

ABOVE: Light rail delivers modal shift, but can’t be justified in
every location.

is a growing number of schemes in the UK too. Places like
Edinburgh, Leeds, Bradford, Crawley and Dartford are
already enjoying the benefits, with exciting new systems
already in construction or on the drawing board for
Cambridgeshire, Swansea and Greater Manchester.
Indeed the concept of buses as rapid transit was actually

invented in Britain, when Runcorn New Town was built with a
busway as its principal means of local transport: and that
was 35 years ago! It has operated successfully through from
regulation to deregulation, nationalised operators to private
operators, and a dramatic change in the town’s structure.
Typically BRT projects in the UK at least are joint public

and private-sector with public-sector investment in
infrastructure and investment in suitable vehicles by private-
sector operators, although private-sector contributions
often exceed simply the provision of vehicles. In guided
busway schemes in West Yorkshire, First funded vehicles
and paid the rates for three years on the Park-&-Ride site on
the Scott Hall Road scheme. East Leeds bus operators First
and Arriva paid 50% of infrastructure costs for the east
Leeds scheme in addition to the vehicle costs. First
contributed £1m towards the £7m infrastructure costs for
the Bradford Manchester Road scheme, which when
combined with the vehicle costs was equivalent to around
50% of total scheme costs.
Bus Rapid Transit can also operate effectively within any

given regulatory framework, whether fully open access,
open access with quality conditions attached, franchised or
fully regulated.
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BRT SYSTEMS SHOULD HAVE:
� Off-highway running on dedicated track with or

without some form of guidance

� Continuous on-highway bus lanes on shared
sections of route

� Maintaining the bus’s place in traffic queues
where shared running is unavoidable

� Traffic signal and other priorities to assure
service reliability

� High-quality, accessible stations for boarding
and alighting

� Distinctive and attractive modern vehicles

� Low emissions

� Easy accessibility

� High frequency

� Off-bus ticketing

� High standard of information provision
with real-time signs at stations

� Good integration with other modes

ABOVE: Half of the cost of the Manchester Road guided busway
in Bradford was met from bus-operator contributions.

LEFT: Guided busways originated in Germany, with the
pioneering Essen O-bahn.

RIGHT: While transport enhancements often conflict with
environmental issues, bus priorities can enhance townscapes.

This is Waterlooville, Hampshire, where public transport corridor
improvements along the A3 from Portsmouth have improved the
ambience of the town centre, creating space for wider pavements
and trees while taking cars out of the town centre. The tramtrack
is imitation, but marks the route of a much earlier tramway – the

Portsdown & Horndean Light Railway – through the town.
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To guide or not to guideTo guide or not to guide

R
eliability of bus services is essential to restore
passenger confidence and to enable buses to run
at their most efficient to effect modal shift. All too
often reliability is being bought by operators

putting extra buses into the system, with the attendant cost
and inefficiency.
Reliability can only be restored by giving buses priority

over other traffic, which at the same time can turn back the
clock in terms of journey times. While the trend is for
transport in general to be faster than in previous
generations, the effect of traffic congestion has been to
make bus journey times longer and thereby less competitive
with car. Priorities for buses again are the only means to
reverse this spiral.
Priorities to improve bus reliability and increase journey

speed are essential components of the ‘carrot’ side of the
equation to persuade car drivers to use public transport. The
comfort and accessibility of modern buses can then play
their part in making public transport less stressful than
driving a car in city-centre traffic and exclusive access to key
city-centre streets means that passengers can get closer to
their destination than they can by car.
Means to restore the advantage of the bus in terms of

reliability and journey time include:
� Conventional bus lanes, which need to be continuous
along substantial lengths of route to be effective;

� Traffic light priority, using technology for traffic lights to
detect approaching buses and turn green in their favour.
GPS technology can be used to give greater traffic-light
priority to late-running buses and conversely to slow down
early-running buses to ensure reliability;

� bus-only roads in city centres;
� Completely separate roadways for buses, which may be
conventional roadway or might use some form of guidance
to reduce the width required. Kerb guidance systems and
bus gates both prevent violation by other traffic

Busways come in a variety of forms:
Non-guided busways can be used by any bus and simply
involves running off the public highway on segregated roads.
Greater width is needed than for guided systems, and whilst
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TOP: Traffic congestion is the biggest cause of unreliability in
bus services.

ABOVE: Bus lanes are the basic tool in helping buses get through
traffic; these need to be long, continuous sections to be effective.

BELOW: Guided double-decker in Leeds. non-guided busways can be more easily violated than guided
systems, they can easily be closed to other traffic by barriers
or rising bollards controlled by transponders. It is also a
straightforward matter to phase traffic signals to favour the
bus on busways.
Although guided busways have dominated UK thinking,

some recent schemes in the UK have used non-guided
busways, notably the Dartford Fastrack service which is
being developed into a network ready for Thames Gateway
redevelopment. Swansea’s Metro, using dedicated busways
round the city centre and to avoid certain troublesome
roundabouts, is fast nearing completion and will use First’s
ftr concept to bring high-profile, attractive new vehicles to
the service. And the UK’s oldest BRT schemes in Runcorn and
Redditch rely on dedicated, bus-only roads.



concrete sections, which, being factory-made are
constructed to close tolerances and result in higher ride
quality. The cheaper alternative is slipform construction,
which involves laying concrete in situ, though achieving a
satisfactory surface, and therefore ride quality, is more
difficult. In some instances a slipform surface is combined
with precast kerbs.
Electronic Guidance uses underground cables to transmit

signals to the receiver units on the vehicle. This requires
much more extensive modification to the vehicle, though it
can still be used in normal mode away from the guidance
system. Installation is cheaper than a guideway though
vehicles are more expensive. Similar systems use magnetic
studs in the roadway and a sensor on the vehicle.
Optical Guidance is already favoured for IrisBus’s CIVIS.

This uses a camera to pick up road markings which the
vehicle is then able to follow. It works so long as the vehicle
can ‘see’ at least a third of the road markings. CIVIS runs in

LEFT: Civis uses optical guidance, with a camera above the
windscreen. This one is in Las Vegas..
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Rouen and Clermont-Ferrand in France and Las Vegas, USA.
Vehicles are expensive, though infrastructure costs are low.
However the system can be adversely affected by snow,
autumn leaves etc.
GPS Guidance (Global Positioning by Satellite) is used by

the Phileas system in Eindhoven, Netherlands. It uses
satellite navigation systems, accurate to around 25-30
meters, in conjunction with a fixed GPS receiver at a known
location to give position accuracies to within 2-5 cm.
Mechanical guidance systems have also been used.

Translohr, which has been tried in Venice, Padova and l’Aquila
in Italy and Clermont-Ferrand in France, is more like a rubber-
tyred tram with two rollers running on a central guideway to
steer the vehicle. It does not have the flexibility to be used
away from the track. Bombardier’s GLT system uses small
metal wheels running in a central groove in the road, making
it like a single-railed tram, but it can leave the groove and be
used as a conventional bus on normal highway.

BELOW: Simple technology; guide wheel on a kerb-guided bus.

Kerb guidance systems, developed in Germany, have a
number of advantages. They are technologically simple and,
like all guidance systems, enable buses to travel at high
speeds in a minimum space envelope, typically around 3m
wide for each lane, as opposed to around 4m required for
safe operation of conventional bus lanes. Two-lane
guideways can be fitted into a 6.2m overall width, whereas
two-way non-guided busways need a minimum of 7.5m.
Closing speeds of 150km/hr, despite a narrow gap between
vehicles, can be achieved safely as guided buses are less
dependent on driver skill. Guided buses are also able to dock
precisely at stations, where platforms built up to the height
of the bus’s entrance allow level boarding.
Guideways also have the advantage that they cannot be

violated by prohibited traffic.
The minimal modification of buses means they work just

like any other bus away from the guideway, and give
ultimate flexibility. They can serve an infinite variety of
destinations at either end of the route, feeding into the
guideway for the trunk.
The downside of guideways is the cost of construction.

The more effective method is to use pre-formed formed



VehiclesVehicles

O
ne of the beauties of BRT is that a wide
range of vehicles can be used according
to particular circumstance and budget and using
different forms of propulsion.

For BRT to be effective, it is desirable that vehicles
should be distinctive from the conventional buses in the
area. Although not so far used in a proper BRT context,
FirstGroup’s Streetcar vehicles for its ftr concept use
lightly-modified standard mechanical components in a
body shell which is very distinctively styled, both
externally and internally. Whilst these add some 50%
to the price of a standard articulated bus, they are
cheaper than some of the more bespoke solutions
featured in some places on the Continent. Streetcar
is to be used in a BRT context in Swansea soon and
is also to be adapted for North America. Fifty
Streetcars using a diesel-electric hybrid driveline
will form the second phase of the Las Vegas
Metropolitan Area Express (MAX) BRT network.
Propulsion can be by overhead electric wires,

though these add considerably to infrastructure
and vehicle costs and reduce route availability, in
return for zero emissions at the point of delivery and
quiet operation. Diesel-electric hybrid or gas-powered
vehicles also reduce emissions at the point of delivery and
reduce noise levels, while trials of hydrogen-powered fuel-cell
electric buses are showing promising results without the
need for expensive infrastructure. All are more expensive
technologies and while gas-powered and hybrid buses are
working in Continental Europe and America, there have been
technology problems with them in the UK. However with
announcements of new hybrid designs at EuroBus Expo in
November 2006 the hybrid era may just be beginning in the
United Kingdom.
There are significant advantages in using conventional

diesel buses for BRT, though with light modification to
ensure that they are distinctive both to look at and offer
above-average levels of comfort and on-board equipment. A
modest additional investment can pay dividends in terms of
attracting additional passengers. Yet from the operator’s

LEFT: Diesel-electric hybrid vehicles are eminently suited to BRT.
Stagecoach uses New Zealand-built electric DesignLine buses on
Newcastle’s Quaylink service, with on-board diesel turbine
generators.

RIGHT: Standard Volvo B7RLE/Wrightbus on Dartford Fastrack
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perspective such buses will have commonality of technology
and components with the rest of the fleet, and will not need
special treatment. They will be immediately familiar to
drivers. They also have the beauty of being straightforward
to cascade to other services and can thus be economically
replaced by new vehicles after a service life of a few years on
BRT work. That has the additional advantage that the BRT
services can be refreshed economically at frequent intervals
to preserve the image of the system.
Where kerb guideways are used, modification to vehicles

to work on them is minimal, with mountings for small
(180mm diameter) horizontal rubber wheels attached to the
steering arms on either side of the bus. Thus virtually any
type of vehicle can be used, and the guided busways in
Edinburgh and West Yorkshire use double-deckers as well as
single-deckers. Modification costs in the region of £2,000
per bus, and most manufacturers support the fitting of
guidewheels to their buses. Guided buses built by builders
including Alexander Dennis, Scania and Volvo all operate
effectively in Britain.



LEFT AND ABOVE: First’s ftr
concept uses the Volvo/
Wrightbus Streetcar,
a very eye-catching vehicle
though using largely
conventional technology.

RIGHT: Electric trolleybuses
are an option for BRT, like this
Irisbus Cristalis trolleybus in

Lyons, France.

RIGHT: Standard Dennis
Trident double-decker of
Lothian on the Edinburgh
Fastlink guided busway.
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FACT FILE: CRAWLEY FASTWAY
Fastway aims to provide an alternative mode of transport to
help reduce the number of private cars on congested roads
around Crawley, Horley and Gatwick. 65% of Crawley’s
residents travel less than 5km to work, but around 80% of all
people working in Crawley travel to work by car.

Where in Crawley?

Gatwick Airport-Crawley Centre-Bewbush

Description:

Part guided busway; part on-highway with bus lanes; and part
conventional on-street running

Method of construction:

Slipformed concrete running beams with concrete drainage channel
between, and 180mm high concrete kerbs

Distance:

24km with 1.5km of guideway in several sections and 6km of
conventional bus lane

No of vehicles:

23

Operator:

Metrobus (Go-Ahead Group); 24hr service, 10min frequency, reducing to
30min overnight

Dates:

Quality Bus Partnership signed February 2002; first service September
2003. Service to Horley started August 2005

Patronage:

Average daily passengers increased from just under 4,500 per day to
around 6,000 per day, Autumn 2003-Spring 2005

Fact filesFact files

FACT FILE: BRADFORD
The Manchester Road Quality Bus Initiative in Bradford
provides guided busways, continuous bus lanes, automatic
priority for buses at traffic lights and improved infrastructure
along one of Bradford’s main transport arteries. The route
carries 20 buses per hour and the scheme aims to ease
traffic congestion to the south of Bradford City Centre and
provide consistent bus journey times.

FACT FILE: KENT FASTRACK PHASE 1 (ROUTE B)

Fastrack was promoted by Kent County Council and Kent
Thameside Delivery Board, one of the leading growth areas in
the Thames Gateway, for which a number of BRT-style
schemes are planned. The area has large development
potential that will bring up to 30,000 new houses over the
next 20-30 years. Fastrack is seen as critical to the success of
Kent Thameside. Route B, opened in March 2006, is the first
of four routes which will cover a total of some 40km.
The objectives are to provide a real alternative to the car

for local journeys, using high-quality, environmentally-
friendly vehicles on a frequent service. The concept of
vehicles running on segregated track wherever possible and
with effective priority over other traffic elsewhere is seen as
essential to ensure journey time reliability.
A key challenge has been to ensure that Fastrack services

are provided sufficiently in advance of significant new
development and patronage.

Where in Bradford?

Manchester Road corridor, Bradford

Description:

Kerb guided busways

Method of construction:

In situ concrete paving slabs with precast vertical upstands

Distance:

3.7km, comprising 2.3km of guideway and 1.2km of dedicated bus lanes

Time saving over previous mode:

Peak: 2 minutes

Operator:

First Bradford

Date opened:

January 2002

Where in Kent?

Dartford to Gravesend via Bluewater shopping centre

Description:

Part dedicated busway; part on-highway with bus lanes; and part on-
street running

Method of construction:

Conventional highway construction

Distance:

15km in total (comprising segregated running 7.5km, on-street running
7.5km)

No of vehicles:

14 (Route B)

Operator:

Arriva; 10min frequency for majority of the day

Dates:

Conceptual work 1995; Route B opened 26 March 2006

Patronage:

1million carried end March-end Oct 2006

BELOW: A Scania Omnicity of Metrobus on a guided section of
Crawley Fastway.
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FACT FILE: EDINBURGH FASTLINK
Edinburgh Fastlink is a package of high quality bus-priority
measures introduced to speed up journeys and increase
passenger comfort between Edinburgh Park and Edinburgh
City Centre. It opened in 2004. At peak times, buses run
along the guided busway at least every four minutes.

FACT FILE: RUNCORN BUSWAY
Runcorn’s Busway was opened in 1971 with seven miles
(11.25km) of segregated roadway, later extended to 12 miles
(20km), forming a figure-of-eight around a developing new
town. It was conceived to give more direct bus routes than in
conventional towns, linking residential areas, schools, the
railway station and the Shopping City retail centre, and to
create a 50:50 modal split between car and bus.
Housing estates were designed so that no point was more

than 500m from a busway stop. It was designed to allow
40mph (64km/h) running for most of the track.

FACT FILE: LEEDS
The A61 Scott Hall Road Superbusway and A64 York Road
Elite East Leeds Quality Bus Corridor, in Leeds, were
promoted by partnerships between public and private
sectors – FirstGroup, Arriva Leeds City Council and in
conjunction with West Yorkshire PTE. A need had been
identified for bus service improvements on both corridors,
and the opportunity was taken to trial guided busway on
Scott Hall Road; at the time (1995) it was the only on-highway
guided busway in UK.
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BELOW: An Arriva double-decker doing what BRT does best,
passing stationary traffic on the Leeds guided busway.

Where in Leeds?

A61 corridor, Leeds city centre to Alwoodley; Elite: Leeds city centre to
Seacroft and Crossgates

Description:

Kerb guided busways in side verge or central reserve of highway plus bus
lanes, traffic signal priority, bus stop accessibility measures

Method of construction:

In-situ reinforced concrete running track. Standard precast concrete kerbs
for guidance

Distance:

Scott Hall Road: four sections of guideway 1.6km total; 0.6km contraflow
bus lane. Elite: 2.1km guideways, 2.6km new bus lanes

Time saving over previous mode:

Peak: 11 minutes inbound in am peak

Offpeak: 6 minutes inbound mainly through contraflow bus lane

No of vehicles:

62

Operators:

First Leeds, Arriva Yorkshire

Date opened:

Scott Hall Road: phased introduction September 1995 to July 1998; Elite:
November 2001

Patronage increase:

Scott Hall Road: average 70% between 1995 and 2000 (100% compared
to other Leeds bus services). Elite: 13% from opening to December 2004.
7% switch from car to bus

Where in Edinburgh?

8km bus corridor Edinburgh Park--Edinburgh City Centre

Description:

Part dedicated two lane continuously guided busway; part on-highway
with bus lanes; and part on-street running

Distance:

1.5km guided busway; 3.5km of on-street bus priority measures

No of vehicles:

35 single-deck (route 22), 20 double-deck (route 2)

Operator:

Lothian Buses

Date project opened:

5 December 2004

Where in Runcorn?

Runcorn New Town

Description:

Segregated bus-only road

Distance:

12 miles (20km)

Operator:

Originally Crosville; now Halton Transport and Arriva

Dates:

First services: 14 October 1971. Phase 2 completed 22 May 1977.

ABOVE: Runcorn Busway, with its dedicated network of bus-only
roads, opened more than 35 years ago.



Rouen
In Rouen, a BRT system has been introduced on an east-west
axis following the building of light rail for the north-south
axis. TEOR (Transport East-West Rouen) is a three-line,
optically guided BRT system put into service in 2001 (T2 and
T3) and 2002 (T1) at half the price of a light rail system and is
operated by TCAR, a Veolia Transport company. More than
32,000 trips a day are being made within the BRT system.
TEOR uses a mixture of exclusive right of way corridors,

reserved lanes and mixed traffic in areas of lower population
density. The three lines follow a common alignment through
the central area, with frequencies of up to every 2min. TEOR
buses have priority at all but three intersections.
The optical guidance system uses a camera to read painted

markings on the road which permits docking at stations with
an average gap of less than 5cm for level boarding.

Overseas experienceOverseas experience

Curitiba
One of the best-known BRT systems worldwide is that in
Curitiba, Brazil. Curitiba has a population of about 1.7m and
a catchment of some 3.2m people. Over the last 30 years, a
total of five major radial corridors have been developed,
each with a reserved, centrally-located, two-direction
busway, with parallel roads for all other traffic. There has
been a threefold increase in bus passengers carried since the
1970s and the entire Curitiba bus network carries an
average of two million passengers a day.
The final physical ingredient in this unique Curitiba mix was

the appearance from 1991 of the famous ‘tube station’
shelters at the bus stops served by these routes. These have
raised platforms to give level boarding on high-floor buses.
Services use 270-passenger bi-articulated buses which

stop about every 400m on their reserved busway, allowing an
average speed of 20km/h. The 25m-long buses have five sets
of doors with powered ramps to bridge the gap to the
equivalent doorway at the tube stop to permit level and
uninterrupted access.
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ABOVE: TEOR optically-guided IrisBus articulated bus in Rouen.

Modal split in Curitiba

Including Motorised
pedestrians traffic only

Bus 44% 60%

Foot 20% n/a

Car Share 3% 4%

Car — single occupancy 21% 29%

Motorbike n/a 7%

The City of Curitiba has plans to develop the BRT system further,
including:
� increased capacity and speed of existing routes
� building overtaking lanes for express services
� development of a sixth cross-city transitway

BRT schemes are used worldwide

ABOVE: Curitba, Brazil, has an extensive network of bus-only
roads. Different service types use different-coloured vehicles;
trunk services are run by yellow buses.

ABOVE: Two of the double articulated Volvo B10M buses use the
tube shelters on the Curitiba bus network.

BELOW RIGHT: Curitiba’s tube stops are raised to give level
boarding, using ramps. Boarding and alighting is by the offside
of the bus.



Amsterdam
Nearer home, an impressive service in the Netherlands connects Schipol Airport south of Amsterdam with the regional city of
Haarlem, using 24km of segregated non-guided busways – one of the longest in the world. It opened in January 2002.
There are stations at regular intervals, with dramatically-styled shelters, each with real-time information displays for

passengers. Ten stations, have connections with local bus routes, and four with Netherlands Railways.
Zuidtangent starts in Haarlem bus station, beside the main railway station. Buses are operated by local operator

Connexxion, but the distinctive red and silver Van Hool AG300 articulated buses stand out from the other buses. For most of the
route they are segregated from all other traffic, with priority at road or cycleway crossings,
allowing a 40km/h average speed to be maintained. They offer a very smooth ride on the
purpose-built concrete track.
Zuidtangent carries 22,000 passengers a day and is on the way to recovering its EUR

270million (£193million) construction cost.
Work has also started on a link to Ijmuiden, north-west of Haarlem, and to the new

community of Ijburg being developed to the east of Amsterdam, and is due to open in 2008.
Ijburg will eventually house some 45,000 people, and will be difficult to reach by car, so
residents will be encouraged to use public transport.
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CITIES OUTSIDE THE
USAWITH BRT SYSTEMS
AUSTRALIA
Adelaide
Brisbane
Sydney

BRAZIL
Belo Horizonte
Curitiba
Porto Alegre
São Paulo

CANADA
Calgary
Ottawa
Saskatoon
Vancouver
Winnipeg
York Region, Ontario

CHILE
Santiago

CHINA
Beijing
Kunming
Shenzhen

COLOMBIA
Bogotá
Pereira

ECUADOR
Cuenca
Guayaquil
Quito

FRANCE
Lyons
Rouen

GUATEMALA
Guatemala City

INDIA
Ahmedabad
Delhi

INDONESIA
Jakarta

IRELAND
Dublin

KOREA
Seoul

MEXICO
León
México City

NETHERLANDS
Amsterdam
Eindhoven
Utrecht

NEW ZEALAND
Auckland

NIGERIA
Lagos

PERÚ
Lima

PUERTO RICO
San Juan

SOUTH AFRICA
Cape Town

SRI LANKA
Colombo

TANZANIA
Dar es Salaam

UNITED KINGDOM
Crawley
Dartford/Gravesend
Edinburgh
Leeds/Bradford
Runcorn

VIETNAM
Hanoi
Ho Chi Minh City

CITIES IN THE USA WITH BRT SYSTEMS
Phoenix, Arizona
Alameda County, California
Los Angeles, California
Montclair, California
Orange County, California
Riverside County, California
Sacramento, California
San Bernardino, California
Santa Clara County, California
Santa Monica, California
San Diego County, California
San Francisco, California
Stockton, California
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Fort Collins, Colorado
Hartford, Connecticut
New Britain/Hartford, Connecticut

Miami, Florida
Orlando, Florida
Chicago, Illinois
Montgomery County,Maryland
Boston,Massachusetts
Minneapolis,Minnesota
Kansas City,Missouri
Detroit,Michigan
Reno, Nevada
Albany, New York
New York
Las Vegas, Nevada
Cleveland, Ohio
Eugene and Springfield, Oregon
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Houston, Texas
Virginia Beach, Virginia



Future plansFuture plans

FACT FILE: SWANSEA METRO
New infrastructure is being installed in Swansea to enable
First’s ftr concept to be used as BRT. The removal of the
Kingsway roundabout in the city centre to allow a two-way
segregated busway has created a new city centre space
which when enhancement works have been completed will
greatly improve the heart of the city. Notable here has been
the political will to support the project by reallocating a
significant amount of city centre road space and to move the
project rapidly from concept to reality.
Swansea Metro will restore a cross-city service, linking

Morriston and its major regional hospital with the Stadium,
the station, city centre, University, Singleton Hospital and,
possibly, Mumbles. One lane of a city centre dual-
carriageway has already been converted to a dedicated two-
lane non-guided busway.
Further dedicated busway is being constructed from

existing highway in the city centre and a car park will be
replaced by an interchange from Metro to the rest of the city
bus network at the bus station.
Metro will also have junction improvements outside the

city centre to improve journey time and reliability and a new
bus-only route is to be built, to be shared with a Park-&-Ride
service, on railway land to avoid the congested suburban
centre of Hafod.

FACT FILE: CAMBRIDGESHIRE
GUIDED BUSWAY

Cambridgeshire Guided Busway will provide high-quality,
reliable and frequent local public transport along the A14
corridor between Huntingdon and Cambridge. Buses will
travel on a guideway along the disused railway line from
St Ives to Cambridge. They will continue through Cambridge
on normal roads and rejoin the guideway at Cambridge
railway station to travel through to Addenbrooke’s Hospital
and Trumpington Park & Ride. It will also serve new Park &
Ride sites in St Ives and Longstanton, and Cambridgeshire’s
new town, Northstowe. By 2016 more than 47,000 new
houses will be built in the Cambridge sub-region.
Ticketing will be off-bus with passengers able to use tickets

on all operators’ services. Work has begun and is due for
completion in 2009.
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Where in Swansea?

Morriston-Swansea station-city centre-University-Singleton Hospital with
possible extension to Mumbles using former light railway trackbed

Description:

City centre two-way busways with junction improvements and additional
bus-only road in suburbs

Operator:

First Cymru, using ftr concept

Design:

City and County of Swansea, Feasibility study by Arup

Project due to open:

Late-2008

Where in Cambridgeshire?

Hinchingbrooke Hospital-Huntingdon-St Ives-Cambridge centre/Station-
Addenbrooke’s Hospital-Trumpington Park & Ride

Description:

More than 25km of kerb-guided busways using disused railway
alignments, with on-street bus priority measures

Operator:

Open access with quality threshold; contracts have been agreed with
Stagecoach, Huntingdon & District and Whippet

Scheme built by:

Edmund Nuttall Ltd for consortium comprising Cambridgeshire County
Council, Huntingdon District Council, South Cambs District Council and
Cambridge City Council

Project due to open:

First bus services running on the busway by early 2009

Projected usage:

20,000 passengers a day by 2016

RIGHT: Phase1 of Swansea
Metro is nearing completion.
It will use First’s ftr concept

when the system is complete,
but is also accessible to

existing buses.

BRT has a number of roles to fulfil over and above
improving public transport for existing users.
By providing high-quality public transport in

advance of housing developments BRT is able to
influence travel choices as soon as new occupants move in
to developments. The forthcoming Cambridgeshire Guided
Bus, which will have the longest section of guided busway
in the world, is essential to plans to create major new
housing developments along the A14 corridor.
BRT can also be used to enhance the built environment.

On the A3 corridor Waterlooville centre has been
improved by bus-only roads accompanied by
environmental works.
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MembershipMembership

Application for membership
Membership of BRT-UK has been set at
£250 for 2006/07. Membership runs from
1 April through to 31 March and is
payable by cheque, payable to ‘BRT-UK’.

To apply for membership fill out the form
below and send it to:

BRT-UK
c/o Keith Gellaitry
Dundas & Wilson
Saltire Court
20 Castle Terrace
Edinburgh EH1 2EN

Contact name:

Organisation:

Email:

Telephone:

Address:

APPLICATION FORMEMBERSHIP
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